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IRClean is a standalone, compact, and easy-to-use anti-worm system designed to specifically combat IRC worms and IRC-
proopagating worms such as TestWorm. It is also intended for the general public as a free, easy, and quick means of protecting
yourself from potential worms. IRClean has been released into the public domain for free. IRClean is very easy to use. When
run, it will prompt you for a location to scan. You can scan an entire drive such as C: or a directory such as C:Mirc. Scanning
can be stopped in mid-scan at any moment by pressing the Stop button. If IRClean has detected any files that have the
characteristics of IRC-propagating worms, you will be alerted. Test worm included. Due to controlled design, it cannot spread or
cause damage (so it is not a true worm), but is an actual real sample and demonstrates at it's most simplest how a worm can
infect mIRC. IRClean is intended as a complement to other mIRC self-protection systems, and is not intended to replace them.
If you encounter any bug or error, please report them to: IRCclean Download Link (Requires Win98SE): Download Link:
Update: Q: IRClean not found A: Rename the exe file to be mIRC Clean.exe Q: IRClean not found, but found with another IRC
program, what is it? A: IRClean will have detected files that have the characteristics of IRC-propagating worms. These are IRC-
worm files, but not actual true IRC-worms. Q: IRClean not found, but found with another IRC program, what is it? A: IRClean
will have detected some files that have the characteristics of IRC-propagating worms. These are IRC-worm files, but not actual
true IRC-worms. Q: I am unable to see the scan button, what should I do? A: Make sure that you have a check mark next to
"Run the program in this folder" in the Options menu. Q: I am unable to see the option to stop the scan
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IRClean allows you to set keywords that will be used to automatically flag and cleanup a file. Keywords are defined in script.ini,
in a section called Keymacros. To create new keywords, click the Keymacro icon. This will create an entry for the keyword and
you can then edit the keyword definitions. Keymacros are defined as follows: description=The description of the keyword
macro=The name of the macro exact=0 or 1 (0 means only when the keyword matches exactly the text, 1 means always check
for the keyword) macro_exact=0 or 1 (0 means never check for the keyword) disable=0 or 1 (0 means remove it, 1 means don't
allow the keyword to be used) macro_disable=0 or 1 (0 means don't allow the keyword to be used) when=0 or 1 (0 means don't
run the macro, 1 means run the macro) macro_when=0 or 1 (0 means don't run the macro, 1 means run the macro) default=0 or
1 (0 means run the macro, 1 means don't run the macro) macro_default=0 or 1 (0 means don't run the macro, 1 means run the
macro) All macros must have the exact, macro_exact, disable, and macro_disable properties specified. All keywords should
have the exact, macro_exact, disable, and macro_disable properties specified. Exact, macro_exact, disable, and macro_disable
all have to be set to 0 or 1. When, macro_when, default, and macro_default have to be set to 0 or 1. When exact, macro_exact,
disable, and macro_disable all have to be set to 0 or 1, when must be 0 or 1 and defaults to 0, and when must be 0 or 1 and
defaults to 1. All macros are also defined as follows: Default: Run the macro when the keyword is not found and the keywords
dont match the text. Run the macro when the keyword is found and the keywords don't match the text. Run the macro when the
keyword is not found. Run the macro when the keyword is found. Run the macro when the keywords dont match the text. Run
the macro when the keywords do match the text. When found: Run the macro when the keyword is 77a5ca646e
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* IRC Clean does not scan mIRC's /script folder. This is done to prevent false positives. Any directory listed in your script.ini
file will be scanned (provided that your mIRC's Scan directory is on the same drive as your script.ini file). * If you are running
the scan on the same drive on which the script.ini file is located, IRC Clean will delete all files that do not exist and that it does
not recognize. * IRC Clean does not check your script.ini file. That is done by your mIRC. * IRC Clean does not remove the
existing script.ini file. This is done so that you can immediately use your script again. * For files that are flagged as IRC-
propagating, a corresponding log file is created in the same directory on the drive. The log file contains the date and time, the
name of the file, and whether or not the file is a worm. The log file can be found in the same directory as the executable file
(for example, C:\IRClean\Script\irclean.exe.log). * IRC Clean will delete all files that are not found to be IRC-propagating and
do not exist. For example, if the scan finds files with mIRC's "Quick Scan" options in the exe or zip file, the corresponding log
file for that file will be deleted (provided that you did not set the mIRC's "Delete Nonsense Files" option). * If the scan finds
one or more files that are not known by IRC Clean, you will be alerted (but the worm will not be deleted). If you wish to, you
may investigate the suspicious files further. Please contact us if you have questions or need assistance. IRClean will provide
users with a standalone, compact, and easy-to-use yet very powerful anti-worm system designed to specifically combat worms
that target or use IRC chat networks to propagate. It has been released into the public domain for free to help stem the growing
tide of IRC-propagating worms. IRClean is very easy to use. When run, it will prompt you for a location to scan. You can scan
an entire drive such as C: or a directory such as C:Mirc. Scanning can be stopped in mid-scan at any moment by pressing the
Stop button. If IRClean has detected any files that have the characteristics of IRC-propagating worms, you will be alerted. Test
worm included
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7 64-bit CPU: Core i3-650/i5-760/i7-860/i7-870 or later Memory: 2 GB RAM DirectX: Version 11
Video: NVIDIA Geforce 700 Series, AMD Radeon HD 2600 Series or greater Storage: 35 GB available space Additional Notes:
(This game requires a Gold membership with Ubisoft Uplay.) Please Note: This product is intended for commercial use in a
multiplayer environment
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